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CAInE CAInE stands for Computer Aided INvestigative Environment and this guide is written for CAInE version 6.0 ‘Dark Matter’ which was released on the 6th of October 2014. 1 CAINE is an Italian GNU/Linux live distribution created as a digital forensics project. It is a Linux distribution oriented to computer forensics. It was conceived by Giancarlo Giustini within a project of the Digital Forensics Interdepartmental Research Center for Security (CRIS) at the University of Modena and Reggio Emilia. Since the end of the 2009 the project is maintained by Nanni Bassetti. CAINE offers a complete forensic environment that is optimised to integrate existing forensic tools as software modules in a friendly graphical interface. The main design objectives that CAINE aims to guarantee are: •



An interoperable environment that supports the digital investigator during the four phases of the digital investigation



•



A user-friendly graphical interface



•



A semi-automated compilation of the final report



•



User-friendly tools



It is recommend that you to read the page on the CAINE policies carefully.



CAINE represents fully the spirit of the Open Source philosophy, because the project is completely open, everyone could take on the legacy of the previous developer or project manager. The distro is open source, the Windows side (Wintaylor) is open source and, last but not least, the distro is installable, thus giving the opportunity to rebuild it in a new brand version, so giving a long life to this project .... Nanni Bassetti



2



1



It is not to be confused with the network security tool Cain & Abel (also known as Cain) which is a Windows-based password recovery tool. CAINE 6 actually does much more than just password recovery. The software can capture and monitor network traffic for passwords, crack encrypted passwords using various methods, record Voice over IP (VoIP) conversations, recover wireless network keys, and more. 2



From the CAInE website which can be found at http://www.caine-live.net/
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This Document 1.



This guide will assist the reader in creating a virtual installation of CAInE in Virtual Box, or in VMWare as the steps are essentially the same. Additionally, a step-bystep guide is provided to take the reader through a few of the basic forensic commands and utilities provided by this very useful Linux distro.



2.



Note that you should read through the instructions carefully before you begin as certain caveats are set out in the text at points where going back to make changes will be difficult. A quick pre-read may well save you time and effort later.



Resources required •



PC/Laptop running Windows 7 with MS Office & Virtualbox® version 4.3



•



This document



•



PC/Laptop running Windows 7 with Virtualbox® version 4.3



•



CAInE ISO file available from http://caine.mirror.garr.it/mirrors/caine/caine6.0.iso



•



Forensic image of a USB Flash Drive.



•



Internet access – unrestricted



Background to Linux 3.



Linux is an operating system based on Unix. It is the operating software on a computer that enables applications and the computer user to access the devices on the computer to perform desired functions. Linux is very similar to other operating systems, such as Windows and MacOS.



4.



But something sets Linux apart from these operating systems. The Linux operating system represented a USD $25 billion ecosystem in 2008. Since its inception in 1991, Linux has grown to become a force in computing, powering everything from the New York Stock Exchange to mobile phones, supercomputers and a multitude of consumer devices.



5.



As an open operating system, Linux is developed collaboratively, meaning no one organisation or person is solely responsible for its development or on-going support. Companies participating in the Linux economy share research and Installation Tutorial for CAInE 6.0 in Virtual Box
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development costs with their partners and competitors. This spreading of the development burden amongst individuals and companies has resulted in a large and efficient ecosystem and unheralded software innovation. 6.



Over 1,000 developers, from at least 100 different companies, contribute to every kernel release. The kernel is a piece of software that, roughly speaking, provides a layer between the hardware and the application programs running on a computer. In a strict, computer-science sense, the term 'Linux' refers only to the kernel - the bit that Linus Torvalds originally wrote in the early 90s. All the other pieces you find in a Linux distribution - the Bash shell, the KDE window manager, web browsers, the X server, Tux Racer and everything else - are just applications (software) that happen to run on Linux. They are emphatically not part of the operating system itself. To give some sense of scale, a fresh installation of RHEL5 occupies about 2.5GB of disk space (depending, obviously, on what you choose to include). Of this, the kernel, including all of its modules, occupies 47MB, or about 2% 3.



7.



In the past two years alone, over 3,200 developers from 200 companies have contributed to the kernel, which is just one small piece of a Linux distribution. 4



Ubuntu Linux & CAInE 8.



The Ubuntu distribution has become one of the more popular Linux distributions in existence. First released in October 2004, Ubuntu is based on Debian Linux. It is a complete desktop Linux operating system, freely available with both community and professional support. The Ubuntu community is built on the ideas enshrined in the Ubuntu Manifesto: that software should be available free of charge, that software tools should be usable by people in their local language and despite any disabilities, and that people should have the freedom to customize and alter their software in whatever way they see fit.5



9.



The latest version of Caine is based on the Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS and uses the latest MATE desktop environment, a fork of the GNOME 2 desktop environment. The current version has been modified to meet the standards of forensic reliability and safety standards laid down by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) in the US. CAInE is a forensically sound operating system and is free.



3



Source: http://www.tuxradar.com/content/how-linux-kernel-work Source: http://www.linuxfoundation.org/what-is-linux 5 Source: https://help.ubuntu.com/12.04/installation-guide/i386/what-is-ubuntu.html 4
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10.



The installation ISO images are available for download from: http://www.caine-live.net/ISO.



Installation – CAInE as a virtual machine on VirtualBox 11.



The CAInE forensic distro is open source and free. For those that wish to do so it can be adapted or improved without breaching any intellectual property rights. Those that do change or modify the distribution are encouraged to share those refinements with the CAInE project team and the wider open source community.



12.



Download the latest version of VirtualBox. (https://www.virtualbox.org/).



13.



Install Virtualbox (this guide is based on VirtualBox version 4.3.18)



Figure 1: VirtualBox start screen
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Create a New Virtual Machine (VM) 14.



Create the VM by selecting ‘New’ and complete the following fields in the dialog box which appear in figures 2 & 3.



Figure 2: Create virtual machine, OS, RAM size & HDD size
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Figure 3: Select virtual file type, fixed or dynamic size of HDD & where the VM will be stored



15.



The new blank VM has now been created. It is time to first run, then install CAInE. This is a two stage process. Think of the VM as a blank machine, no partitions, no file system, a brand new hard drive in a machine, just that this one is virtual. The first time you run CAInE, you are running it as a ‘live’ bootable CD. The only difference is that you are pointing the virtual machine at the .iso file.
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16.



Boot CAInE into your new un-partitioned, non-formatted virtual machine:



Figure 4: Boot the blank machine into CAInE, selecting the .iso file as the source



17.



CAInE will now boot into a ‘live’ environment. It will be running in the RAM of the virtual machine, just as it would if you booted to a ‘live’ Linux CD on any real machine. This may take some time depending on the specification of the host machine.
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Figure 5: CAInE screens during the boot process



18.



To look at or review what devices are currently attached to your virtual machine and which are attached to the host, right-click on the icons in the task bar as shown below in figure 6.



Figure 6
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Partition the new VM using tools within CAInE 19.



The VM hard disk that you have configured has no partitions or file system on it. So you have to do this before the installer can install CAInE on to your VM. Remember you are running in a ‘live’ environment, actually it is running in the RAM of your VM at this point.



20.



Partitioning the VM using the GParted tool which can be found in CAInE at: Menu | System | Administration | GParted



Figure 7: The GParted utility menu location



21.



For Caine 6.0, the SystemBack installer is unable to create the Swap partition, so install Caine without formatting the Swap partition, you’ll do this later. Leave 1GB of space for Swap but do not format it yet.
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GParted walk through 22.



Open GParted. Go to the Device option on the menu bar. Create a ‘Partition Table’ on the 8GB blank hard disk.



23.



Next go to the ‘Partition’ option on the menu bar and select ‘New’.



Figure 8: Device/Create Partition Table



Figure 9: Partition | New



24.



Create a 7GB partition leaving 1GB unallocated for the swap partition which will formatted later, once the system has been installed.



25.



Note that if you decide to use this installation in the longer term, you may wish to apply security updates and patches as they become available. In this case you will Installation Tutorial for CAInE 6.0 in Virtual Box
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need a larger amount of disk space. We recommend choosing a 10GB disk, with 8GB allocated to the OS and 2GB to Swap. Note also that should you apply updates, you may impair the forensic reliability of your installation as some tools will not necessarily behave the same after patches are applied. As with all things forensic, do some research and make your own decision as to the suitability of patches for your particular installation. 26.



To apply the changes click the green tick following dialog box warning. The click



on the menu bar which will give the ‘Apply’.



Figure 10



Figure 11
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27.



Next, open the Systemback Installer.



28.



Right-click open or double click the desktop icon.



Figure 12



29.



The following System Install dialog box will appear. As you complete the empty fields a green tick will appear on the right. Leave ‘New root password’ field blank. Once the last field is populated the ‘Next’ button becomes ‘live’. Click ‘Next’.



Figure 13: The ‘next’ dialog box appears.
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Figure 14



30.



Choose the following Mount point from the drop down menu: / (mount point)



Figure 15



31.



Click the green arrow to change the settings for the currently selected partition. Once this has been done the greyed out ‘Next’ button becomes ‘live’.
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Figure 16



32.



The system will now be installed on the 7GB partition.



33.



This may take a little time – be patient.



Figure 17:Progress is slow...
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34.



Once installed re-boot the system. It will pause at one point asking you to remove the installation media. Hit return and the system will re-boot. This may take some time.



Figure 18



35.



Once the system comes back up you may see a purple Ubuntu screen and hear the Ubuntu log in sound. The next splash screen is the CAInE login screen. Just click in the virtual machine and it will eventually load. No password is needed, even though you’ve defined one. Keep the password handy though, because if you ever lock the screen, you’ll need it to get back in!



36.



Nearly there. We now have to format the Swap partition and this can be done from a running CAInE machine, using GParted.



37.



Use the GParted tool to create and format the swap partition. This can be found at: Menu | System | Administration | GParted
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38.



The following dialog box will appear:



Figure 19: Creating the Swap partition using GParted



39.



GParted will present the unallocated space for you to partition. Create a 1GB partition and format it from the drop down menus as Linux-swap. To apply the changes click the green tick box warning. The click



on the menu bar which will give the following dialog



Apply.



Figure 20: Applying your changes
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40.



Once complete it should look like this:



Figure 21



41.



You can now re-boot your system and it will run much quicker now.
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VirtualBox Menus and Configuring CAInE



Figure 22: Machine | View | Devices | Help



Figure 23: Bottom right icons representing more VBox functions



42.



In CAInE, personalise your keyboard. Hover over the keyboard icon, choose ‘Preferences’ and select the ‘Input Method’ tab. Click ‘Select an input method’ option, find your keyboard and ‘Add’ it. ‘Close’ to save and exit.



Figure 24
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The Terminal 43.



The Linux terminal is the equivalent of the Windows Command Prompt. The difference is that even today the Linux terminal is used much more by users than it is in Windows. To run the terminal use the icon or go to: Menu | Accessories | Terminal



Figure 25



44.



The terminal has a flashing cursor prompt. It contains the details of the user logged in and the name of the host: e.g. ‘ray@virtual-caine:’.



45.



This is followed by the directory that the user is currently in. In this case it is the users home directory and is denoted by the tilde symbol ‘~’.



46.



The next symbol denotes the users permissions as a user: ‘$’ or as root: ‘#’.



47.



‘ray@virtual-caine:~$’ - is the user ‘ray’ on host ‘virtual-caine’ in his home folder with user-level permissions.



Basic Navigation Commands in the Linux Terminal 48.



To determine where you are, type the following commands:



pwd – print working directory ls – to list files (add switch –a to list all files) ls -a cd – change directory
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Installing Guest Additions 49.



VirtualBox Guest Additions allows enhanced communication between the host and the guest operating systems. In VMWare, this is done using VMWare Tools. This is usually straight forward in the normal versions of VirtualBox but CAInE is forensic and mounts all devices in ‘read-only’ mode.



50.



Select cd dvd option and choose vbox additions.iso



51.



Right-click and mount the vbox additions.iso file as it was mounted read-only.



Figure 26



Figure 27
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52.



Open a terminal and type the following command: cd /media/sr0



53.



Type the following command in the terminal: sudo bash VboxLinuxAdditions.run



Figure 28



Figure 29
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Creating & Sharing a folder with the Host 54.



CAInE is a forensically sound distro that mounts everything ‘read-only’. When you are carrying out a forensic examination you need a location to save the results of the work you are doing. This section describes how to share a folder between the host machine and CAInE. You must have the VirtualBox Guest Additions installed on CAInE for this to work. If you’re using VMWare, you will need VMWare Tools installed.



55.



First create a folder on the host called something like ‘Shared Folder’ or ‘Evidence Folder’.



56.



In the VirtualBox menu select: Devices | Shared Folders… Right-click on ‘Machine Folders’ Select ‘Add Shared Folder’ Navigate to the location of the Shared Folder on the host machine. Select ‘Auto-mount’ and ‘Make Permanent’.



57.



This means that the shared folder on the host machine will be mounted whenever CAInE starts.



Figure 30
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58.



Next you have to create a shared folder on CAInE. It is easier to do this from the Terminal.



59.



Create a directory called ‘Caine_Evidence’. Next mount and share it with the host using the following commands: mkdir Caine_Evidence sudo mount –t vboxsf share Caine_Evidence To share this file with the host file by the same name open a terminal and type: sudo mount –t vboxsf CAInE_Evidence/ CAInE_Evidence/



Figure 31
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60.



Test that this has worked in the following way. On the host machine place a file in the shared folder, in this case ‘Host Share Folder.jpg’.



Figure 32



61.



Open a terminal in CAInE and cd into the Caine-Evidence shared folder. cd /Caine-Evidence ls



62.



You should see the file ‘Host Share Folder.jpg’.



Destination Folder (Share) for CAInE Forensic Output 63.



Each time you use CAInE for the examination of any image or attached device, which is mounted ‘read-only’ by default, you need to mount the shared folder in your home directory in CAInE.



64.



The syntax is as described above. Remember to test it before any examination.
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Forensic Tools Menu in CAInE 65.



CAInE comes with a number of built in forensic tools which are shown in the following screen captures:



Figure 33



66.



Expanding these menus reveals more forensic tools:



Figure 34
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Figure 35



67.



A complete list of the tools is available on the CAInE website at: http://www.caine-live.net/page11/page11.html
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Forensic Imaging using CAInE 68.



In order to make a forensic image of a USB flash drive, the device has to be released from the host and added to CAInE. Note - the usb device should be writeblocked when connected to a non-forensic host.



Figure 36



Figure 37
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Gymager 69.



Start the Gymager imaging tool by navigating to the following location: Menu | Forensic Tools | Guymager



Figure 38



70.



Highlight device to image and right click. Complete the case information:



Figure 39



71.



Click ‘Start’ to begin imaging. Installation Tutorial for CAInE 6.0 in Virtual Box
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Figure 40



Guymager imaging and then verifying.



Figure 41



Figure 42
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72.



The forensic image should now be seen in the shared ‘Caine-Evidence’ folder in both the CAInE (VM) and the host machine. You can image to either ‘e01’ or ‘dd’ file formats. Forensic tools in Linux work best on .dd raw images.



Figure 43



73.



All of the remaining forensic tools that are in CAInE can now be used to examine the image you’ve created, with their output exported to the host machine or device.



Manuals for all the single tools included in CAInE 74.



Caine is a simple Ubuntu 14.04 customized for computer forensics, everything you need to read is on the website: http://www.caine-live.net/page8/page8.html.



75.



Other good resources can be found at: http://linuxleo.com/Docs/linuxintro-LEFE-3.78.pdf6.



6



This document is entitled A Practitioner's Guide to Linux as a Computer Forensic Platform by Barry J Grundy [email protected]
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Autopsy – Graphical User Interface (GUI) for the Sleuth Kit 76.



Autopsy® and The Sleuth Kit® are open source digital investigation tools or digital forensic tools that run on Windows, Linux, MacOS, and other Unix systems. They can be used to analyse disk images and perform in-depth analysis of file systems (such as NTFS, FAT, HFS+, Ext3, and UFS) and several volume types.



77.



Examiners and analysts can use the Autopsy (GUI) or The Sleuth Kit (TSK) command line tools to conduct an investigation. 7



78.



The Autopsy Forensic Browser is a graphical user interface to the command line digital investigation analysis tools in The Sleuth Kit (TSK).



79.



These tools allow you to: Conduct File Listing, View File Content, Compare files in user created or downloaded Hash Databases, File Type Sorting by internal signatures, Create a Timeline of File Activity, conduct Keyword Searches, File System Meta Data Analysis, Data Unit (File Content) Analysis in multiple formats, File System Image Details: Case Management of one or more host computers, Event Sequencer allows you to add time-based events from other systems (i.e. firewall/ids logs), Notes about case, Image Integrity verification, Report Creation, Audit Logging of investigation. 8



80.



To open Autopsy:



Figure 44



7



8



Source: http://www.sleuthkit.org/ Source: http://www.caine-live.net/page11/page11.html
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81.



When the terminal window opens you are instructed to open a browser and type the following command: http://localhost:9000/autopsy



Figure 45



Figure 46



82.



The browser now displays the home screen of Autopsy from where you carry out your investigations.
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83.



Create a new case:



Figure 47



Figure 48



84.



The location of the ‘Autopsy Case’ report by default is at the following location within CAInE. You can change this: usr/share/caine/report/autopsy/casenumber/



Figure 49
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85.



Now we need to point Autopsy at the forensic image we want to examine. In this case it is the one we took earlier with Guymager.



Figure 50



Figure 51



86.



Having directed Autopsy at the forensic image files, select the ‘Symlink‘ radio button.



Figure 52
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Figure 53



87.



Autopsy will report on the file system of the forensic image.



Figure 54



88.



Autopsy now has some analysis options. They are: •



File Analysis



•



Keyword search



•



Image Details



•



Meta Data
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Figure 55



89.



It is good practise to open each of the analysis tools in a new tab from within the browser.



Figure 56
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90.



Autopsy has a very useful Timeline option which outputs the result to a text file.



Figure 57



91.



More information can be found on the use of Autopsy at http://www.sleuthkit.org/.
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PhotoRec 92.



PhotoRec is file data recovery software designed to recover lost files including video, documents and archives from hard disks, CD-ROMs, and lost pictures (thus the Photo Recovery name) from digital camera memory.



93.



PhotoRec ignores the file system and goes after the underlying data, so it will still work even if your media's file system has been severely damaged or reformatted.



94.



PhotoRec is free - this open source multi-platform application is distributed under GNU General Public License (GPLV v2+).



95.



PhotoRec is a companion program to TestDisk, an application for recovering lost partitions on a wide variety of file systems and making non-bootable disks bootable again.



96.



PhotoRec uses read-only access to handle the drive or memory card you are about to recover lost data from.9



Using PhotoRec in CAInE 97.



9



The GUI version of PhotoRec (QPhotorec)can be found here at:



Source: http://www.cgsecurity.org/wiki/PhotoRec
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98.



When opened it looks like this:



Figure 58



99.



From the drop down menu select the device or raw image that you want to examine.



100. Choose the location where you want to output the files recovered by PhotoRec. This will be the ‘CAInE-Evidence’ file share within CAInE. The actual files will be written to the share folder on the Host.



Figure 59
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Figure 60



101. Click the ‘Search’ button…



Figure 61
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Figure 62
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102. Looking in the CAInE-Evidence folder on the host you should now see the recovered files.



Figure 63



Figure 64
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Summary 103. The document takes readers through installing CAInE on free virtualisation software called VirtualBox. It then shows how to configure the virtual forensic machine to share a location with the host device. This is the location where any forensic work will be saved. The actual virtual machine is forensic and mounts folders ‘read-only. It also mounts devices ‘read-only’. 104. There are many tools available in the Linux distribution called CAInE and this document has walked readers through three of them. 105. An imaging tool – Guymager, a file analysis tool – Autopsy and a file recovery tool called PhotRec. It recovers more than picture files. 106. References have been made to the other tools available within the CAInE forensic distro and a guide to using Linux tools in computer forensic has also been provided.
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